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Los Angeles, CA (Under embargo until 12pm PST, 12 March 2024) – Harbour, the Australian
furniture brand renowned for its high-end, luxury outdoor furniture, has today launched its new
outdoor collections for 2024, redefining the future of outdoor living. Each collection, expertly
designed by co-founders, Nicholas & Harrison Condos, has been purposefully crafted to
seamlessly integrate indoor comfort and style with outdoor functionality and durability, setting a
new standard for outdoor luxury.

At the forefront of Harbour’s new designs are Como, Gio and Cove Luxe, three fully upholstered
outdoor collections, artfully curated and defined by their modern designs and use of high
performance fabrics. Having pioneered the entry of fully upholstered outdoor furniture, Harbour
sets a new benchmark for outdoor elegance with these stand-out collections.

Nicholas Condos, co-founder and lead designer at Harbour said: "Our new collections take
Harbour to a new level of outdoor luxury with fully upholstered pieces retaining their elegance,
even in the harshest of climates. They seamlessly bridge the realms of indoor comfort and
outdoor resilience, and cultivate inviting and chic outdoor sanctuaries to elevate any setting."

Harbour has also introduced two new signature collections Cove (Teak & Aluminum) and
Newport, which tap into the lifestyle brand’s classic coastal style, inspired by Californian coastal
and modern Australian design.

An Australian-born brand which has handcrafted furniture since 1976, and is now distributed
globally, Harbour is recognised for its unique designs, quality craftsmanship and luxurious
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fabrics, with collections specified in some of the world’s most prestigious residential,
commercial and hospitality projects.

The brand’s collections are famously inspired by some of the world’s most iconic coastal
locations, providing a richness to their design story and a timeless sentiment. Available now in
showrooms across the U.S. and online (shopharbour.com), each collection is made with
luxurious performance-based outdoor fabrics and beautiful, but durable materials, including
recycled powder-coated aluminum and sustainably sourced premium teak.

Introducing Harbour’s 2024 collections:

Como: A nod to the iconic Italian elegance of Lake Como
Organically-inspired signature curves, luxe outdoor upholstery and plush cushioning showcase
the traditions of fine Italian tailoring refined for a natural setting. Como invites relaxation and
sophistication into any outdoor space.
The collection includes

● Como Lounge Chair
● Como Swivel Lounge Chair
● Como Dining Chair
● 3 Seat Sofa
● 2 Seat (1 Arm Left & 1 Arm Right)
● Curved Chaise (Right & Left)
● Foot Stool
● Sun Lounge

Gio: Italian tailoring meets outdoor lounging
Sinuous lines take dynamic sculptural shape to soften your space with a contemporary elegance
that complements many aesthetics.
The collection includes:

● Gio 3 Seat Sofa
● Gio Lounge Chair
● Gio Ottoman
● Gio Tray

Cove Luxe: The epitome of modern Australian style
This sophisticated collection features special details like double cylindrical legs and curved
edges – refined with luxurious upholstered bolster backs – that create soft sculptural silhouettes
with understated elegance.
The collection includes:

● Cove Luxe Lounge Chair
● Cove Luxe Dining Chair
● Cove Luxe Armless Dining Chair
● Cove Luxe 3 Seat Sofa

http://shopharbour.com


Cove Teak & Aluminum: Influenced by modern Australian architecture and landscapes, this
refined teak & aluminum collection features special details like double cylindrical legs and
curved edges that create soft sculptural silhouettes with an understated elegance.
Collection includes: Lounge Chair, 3 Seat Sofa, Dining Chair (also armless), Round Coffee
Table, Extension Dining Table, Pill Dining Table, Side Table, Console, Sun Lounge (stacking and
non-stacking).

Newport: Sophisticated simplicity inspired by California coastal living. Design elements like
oval-shaped legs elevate a geometrical silhouette, while deep seating and wide, flat arms create
comfort for all-day lounging.
Collection includes: 3 Seat Sofa, Lounge Chair, Swivel Lounge Chair, Side Table, Coffee Table,
Sun Lounge.

Porto Travertine & Aluminum: A contemporary and classic study in soft curves. Striking
sculptural forms in the base add visual interest and support a streamlined top for harmonious
balance.
Collection includes: Pill Coffee Table 64”, Round Coffee Table 48”, Pill Dining Table 108”,
Round Dining Table 60”, Round Side Table 22”, Dining Chair (aluminum only) and Club Chair
(aluminum only).

Athens Teak & Aluminum: A modern remix of Greek heritage. Ancient Greek architecture
interpreted in a teak or aluminum fluted column base – and juxtaposed with a natural travertine
top – adds a contemporary engineering twist on an iconic silhouette.
Collection includes: Round Nesting Coffee Table 48”, Oval Nesting Coffee Table 48”, Round
Nesting Coffee Table 26”, Round Nesting Side Table 20”, Round Dining Table 60”.

Nova Teak & Aluminum: Echoes of midcentury design expressed in sculptural simplicity.
Sleek and sophisticated lines provide an understated foundation for the contrasting textures of
teak or aluminum and travertine.
Collection includes: Round Nesting Coffee Table 42”, Round Nesting Coffee Table 30”, Round
Nesting Side Table 18”, Round Dining Table 48”.

Harbour provides a white-glove delivery service and product guarantees. To view Harbour’s
collections, visit www.shopharbour.com
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For interview requests and/or high resolution images, please contact: Alana Chetner,
alana@etoilepr.com.au

About Harbour
Harbour is an Australian lifestyle brand, which has been designing, manufacturing and distributing premium
furniture collections for over 40 years. With showrooms across the US, Australia and Hong Kong, Harbour prides
itself on its unique designs, incredible durability, and a deep sense of culture derived from the harsh climates that
Australians call home. Harbour specializes in residential and hospitality applications, with furniture specified in
some of the most acclaimed projects around the world. Visit shopharbour.com for further information.
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